Chapter 7
Vacation
To go on vacation
The waterfalls
The cathedral
The city
The lake
The places of interest
The sea
The mountains
The museum
The country
The pyramid
The ruins
The tropical rain forest
To go diving
The souvenirs
To rest / relax
To ski
To explore
To wear / carry
To go on a boat ride
The boat
To take pictures
The picture
To climb
To sun bathe
To visit
To think about / plan to
To return
To leave
The coat
The sun glasses
The boots
The sun tan lotion
The scarf
The Camera
The hat
The gloves
The raincoat
The umbrella
The passport
The swim suit
What is the weather like?

Fantastic
It is nice weather
It is hot
It is cool
It is cold
It is bad weather
It is hot
It is windy
The rain
The snow
The sun the wind
It is raining
It is snowing
To want
I would like
I went
You went
No where
When
Last
For / In order to
Wow
It's a good thing that / At least
To be able to

Chapter 8
Close to
Far from
To live
The apartment
The bathroom
The house
The lawn
The kitchen
The dining room
The room
The bedroom
The garage
The laundry room
The first floor
The second floor
The living room
The family room

The basement
The bed
The poster
The car
The dressers
The things
The painting
The sound system
The desk
The mirror
The stove
The closet
The lamp
The furniture
The door
The refrigerator
The chair
The armchair
The sofa
The window
The VCR
Old / antique
Rather
Comfortable
Square
Leather
Wooden
Metal
Uncomfortable
Clean
Modern
Round
Dirty
Our
Their
To pick up / arrange
To cut
To do / make
To make the bed
To wash the dishes
To do the laundry
To clean the bathroom
To vacuum
To put / set
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To set the table
To clear the table
The chore
To take out the trash
To dust the furniture
To prefer
To have to
To be right
To agree
More / else

Chapter 9
The mouth
The arm
The head
The neck
The body
The finger
The toe
Right
The back
The stomach
The throat
Left
The hand
The nose
The inner ear
The outer ear
The eye
The foot
The leg
How do you feel?
What’s wrong?
What hurts you?
What do you have?
Ouch!
The pain
Hurts me
Hurts you
Nothing hurts
The fever
I feel well
You feel well
Head ache
Stomach ache
Sore throat
Tooth ache
Ear ache
To be hot
To have a fever
To be cold
To have the flu
To be sleepy
To have a cold
I hurt my __
Better
Worse
Terrible
The clinic
The nurse’s office
The hospital
I should stay in bed
You should stay in bed
To call to take
To sleep
To do exercises
The dentist
The doctor
For how long?
For a specific amount of time
Now
Still
No longer
I think that
Don’t you? Isn’t that right?

Chapter 10 lesson 1
The bank
The library
The post office
The pharmacy
The bookstore
The supermarket
The gift shop
To open
To close
The baseball game
To return
To go for a walk
To arrive
To check out a book
Will you buy me
The groceries
The shampoo
The soap
The toothpaste
The pills / tablet
The gift
The money
To deposit
To take out
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
The letter
To mail
The stamp
The birthday card
The post card
Last night
Yesterday
Then
Early
Late
Already
I didn’t know that
If